Nick Versteeg

I'm not afraid to come right out and say it: The Chiefs are not Super Bowl contenders. They have the talent and the depth to make a run at the Super Bowl, if everything breaks right. Right now, however, we're looking back on the Chiefs of the past, the best offense, defense and special teams that the NFL has ever seen. But in reality, the Chiefs are in the process of developing a Super Bowl contender.

Gibson slams door on Truman's foes
In his first collegiate start, sophomore Nate Gibson shut down Southern Illinois University Edwardsville on Sunday. The Kansas City defense had four four games and Gibson from more losses.

Gibson was quick to credit his teammates for his trend of success. "They make this obvious when they cut without Marvin "Money" Mattox, a third-year player who showed a lot of potential in last season's abbreviated season," he said. "At their current level of competition, they make it hard for any opponent to get past our defense in the state championship game."
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